
As we continue to be so impressed with the products and

services that School Broadband supply, they are the ONLY

internet service provider that we recommend to the whole of

our customer base.
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Datacable has been working in partnership with Schools Broadband for several years to provide their

client schools with the best possible internet connection

"Supporting schools ranging from single entry primaries, all the way to Multi Academy Trusts, is a simple

process for us as an IT support company. The Schools Broadband technology provides us with a single

pane of glass view, which allows us full control of individual school filtering policies and also enables set-

up of automated reports of any suspicious searches as school sites."

Full Support for Schools

"The all cloud-based system means there is less equipment on a school site to manage and replace. The

connection and filtering packages have consistently come down in price to match the ever-changing

internet market, which provides our clients with the best possible value for money, combined with an

excellent service."

Cost Savings

"The peace of mind and security that a Schools Broadband partnership provides is second to none.

Because of the cloud-based system, all the DfE regulatory requirements are met and web filters are

constantly updated as soon as any update is released."

Peace of Mind

"The decision to partner with Schools Broadband was an easy one. From Sales to Service Delivery, to the

Support Helpdesk and NOC team, we couldn't ask for a friendlier, more efficient company to work with.

Friendly and Efficient Service

"We have no hesitation in recommending Schools Broadband's fibre service, which will allow schools to

access cloud services faster, watch high quality educational content without slowdown and allow a

smoother browsing experience for pupils and staff."

Smoother browsing with no slow-down


